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Got a story idea?  Let us know at anchor@hope.edu, or call us at 395-7877.
   What’s InsIde YOU JUst PICtURes,
Coffee shop now equal-opportunity employer
FEELING THE LOVE— Apathetic grins glow in the warm am-
biance of Citruspudding as this hipster and bro share a cup of 
not-too-mainstream but definitely masculine tea.
D.W. Read
AArdvArk
Patrons of the coffee 
shop Citruspudding—a local 
establishment and popular Nope 
College hangout—know what to 
expect from their favorite coffee 
shop. 
Nope student April Mack 
(’15) (a self-proclaimed “totally 
not a hipster” bedecked in 
oversized glasses) sums it up 
concisely: “What I like about 
Citruspudding? Great music, 
great people. So relaxed. The 
tables are distanced about 
four inches from each other, 
which is great, because it’s like, 
everyone’s just hangin’ out. So 
relaxed. Oh yeah, the coffee’s 
pretty good, too. I usually get a 
pumpkin latte.”
Indeed, Citruspudding is 
somewhat renowned in the local 
community for its hipness, from 
the cleverly-named drinks to 
the music, from the V-necked 
apparel to the gnomes gracing 
the place with their (somewhat 
disturbing) presence. It is the 
pinnacle of a casually cool coffee 
shop. Citruspudding hosts open 
mic nights, features more-than-
equitably-traded coffee and tea, 
and makes your mom and dad 
feel vaguely uncomfortable as 
soon as they walk through its 
doors during Parent Weekend. 
The employees themselves 
seem like the kind of people 
you’d have befriended at that 
Radiohead concert you went 
to that one time with your way 
cooler friend, if you hadn’t spent 
the whole time being intimidated 
by all the people there who were 
clearly much cooler than you. 
They can tell you about the 
aromas of their favorite coffees 
or about the eclectic sound of 
their favorite records at the drop 
of a hat. They bike to work in 
sun, rain or snow. They often 
sport piercings in nontraditional 
places, wear t-shirts of the 
graphic variety and adorn their 
heads with beanies. And they 
are, without a doubt, way cooler 
than you are.
Yes, the employees of 
Citruspudding have been 
typically quite homogenous in 
their successful achievement 
of hipster status. But all that 
changed one hot summer 
day in 2013, when the coffee 
shop did something hitherto 
unprecedented in its 10-year 
history:
Citruspudding hired a total 
bro. 
That’s right. Chase 
Vanderman (’14) is known more 
on Nope’s campus for his keg-
see eQUAL, pAge 2
Local establishment hires first non-hipster employee, less cool community rejoices
FLIP RIGht?tO see  the
Nope as told by the tweets
Holding a light to a collection of Nope-specific Twitter 




Legendary wrecking ball 
crashes onto Nope campus.
Page 4
PICTURES AND WORDS BENCHWARMER CORNER
Fantasy sports gain traction
Nope’s recently formed Spying Crutchmen Fan-
tasy (SCF) just added tree climbing to the mix.
Page 8
Party-seekers and classy 
debutants of Nope College, 
look no further for your next 
weekend shindig than President 
Knappkins’ latest Patio Party. 
Eager to impress his new 
students, Knappkins has invited 
all students, faculty, Holland 
residents and a few squirrels to 
an evening spent on his patio on 
Friday, Nov. 1.
“I’m sure everyone can fit,” 
Knappkins said. 
Knappkins has described the 
event as a “potluck gala” and 
encourages students to bring 
dishes to share in groups of 
three or four. 
“Bring whatever you’ve got,” 
said. “That jar of peanut butter 
that’s been sitting on the shelf of 
your dorm room since August? 
Bring it. Those carrot sticks 
languishing in your fridge? Bring 
‘em. Those four chocolate chip 
cookies and burrito you lifted 
from Phelps? Share the thrill of 
getting your money’s worth out 
of your 21-meal plan with the 
campus population.” 
Formal attire is requested, but 
Halloween costumes pertaining 
to Dutch heritage and culture 
are also permitted. 
 “We already had Taste of the 
South,” Knappkins said with an 
acknowledging nod, “but now my 
wife Ketchup and I have decided 
to fully integrate ourselves into 
all things Netherlands, starting 
with our wardrobe. Ik hoop dat 
iedereen plezier heeft.”  
Students can contact the 
Tulip Time office if they wish 
to attend wearing historically 
accurate costumes but have no 
idea where to get them. 
The evening’s entertainment 
will consist of a cookie bake-
off. Teams of two or three 
will receive a secret cookie 
assignment upon arrival and 
will have an hour to create 
Knappkins’ Patio 








see pAR-TAY, pAge 2
Photo by PhotoGrAPher’s riGht index FinGer
Photos Found in noPe ColleGe dumPster
WHAT AREN’T THEY TELLING US— At left, a Nope College secret passageway discovered by an anonymous student links 
Van Vector Hall with Smurfee Hall. Many theories regarding the purpose of this ancient passageway have been proposed. Did 
ancient Nope students need a place to frolf in the daylight? Where do the residents of Smurfee Hall hide their clothes during 
those late-night chapel runs? The question remains unanswered. At right, X. Spelled (’59) daringly shows he knows Nope’s 
secrets. Little is known about Spelled, who, according to legend, discovered Nope’s secret passageways single-handedly. 
Rumor has it that the picture above was taken by the highly intelligent black squirrel population that resides in the tunnels.
Buried truth about Nope College’s secret passageways
STORIES WRITTEN AN HOUR AGO December 25, 20132
This semesTer aT Nope
Thursday          Oct. 31 
Vegan Day
Campus-wide event sponsored by 
Dentists of America
Make a CASA Student Cry
Storytelling in Martha Miller Center 
from 3-5 p.m.
Friday          Nov. 1 
Drawing for Campus-wide 
Secret Santa
Each gift must cost at least $50 and 
must be delivered anonymously
Saturday          Nov. 2 
Nope vs. Cowpen Football 
Game
Ray and Sue Smith Stadium, 12 p.m. 
Nope’s appearances against Cowpen 
College this year have the rivalry at 
34-0 in favor of Nope
Dinner at Knappkins’ Place
President Knappkins invites the Nope 
campus community to a birthday cel-
ebration in his honor, 8 p.m. Food will 
not be provided and entry will not be 
allowed without proof of a homemade 
good on your person
Friday-Friday          Nov. 2-Dec. 13 
All-Campus Study Break
Hosted by President Knappkins and 
Student Life, all students are encour-
aged to blow off classes and homework 
and take in the rest of the Lord during 
this busy season
The ranchor
Photo by NoPe Detectives
PARTY GIVEAWAYS— Rumor has it, President Knappkins 
will award those with the best costume traditional Nope Col-
lege wooden shoes engraved with any message they desire.
Photo by soNic the heDgehog
Conspiracy theories
WHAT ARE THEY BURYING?— Suspicious behaviour sur-
rounding the proposed Jack O. Lantern center for musical arts 
was spotted by local freelancing sleuths this week as Presi-




Is President Knappkins really following 
the Nope Way? We just don’t know.
There has been a lot of com-
motion over the tearing up of a 
section of 13th Street this past 
week causing traffic to take the 
long way around in order to 
reach the Wod Center. But is 
it really construction work? A 
plot reveals that Nope College’s 
President Knappkins has been 
exercising his new pawn, Cam-
pus Safety, which has led to the 
recent barricading of Wod-side 
Citruspudding walks 
the walk with equal 
exchange barista
w EQUAL, from page 1
standing abilities than his coffee 
brews. He’s more likely to have 
befriended you in the basement 
of his frat house than at an open 
mic night. He’s more likely to 
be seen sporting a tank top 
than a cardigan (if, perchance, 
he decides to wear a shirt that 
day), and he’s more likely to be 
sipping on a cup of muscle milk 
than a cup of joe. 
And he is Citruspudding’s 
newest barista. 
Citruspudding owner Andy 
Ward allegedly didn’t think 
much of hiring Chase.
“What… not a … oh no, 
I wouldn’t call any of my 
employees hipsters,” Ward said. 
“No, Chase isn’t any different 
from any of them. I don’t know 
what you’re talking about.” 
Further questions were met 
with Ward pulling his beanie 
down around his ears and 
shaking his head obstinately. No 
other Citruspudding employees 
were permitted to speak with 
the author of this article.
Still, community members 
and local activist groups are 
an award-winning delicacy. The 
judging panel will consist of 
Sage Flagwoman, well-known 
dining aficionado, and Fig Tree 
Johnston, whose adoration for 
quality cookies was divulged 
to the entire chapel crowd the 
13th Street. These cars are now 
forced to park elsewhere on 13th 
Street, setting up a perfect op-
portunity for Campus Safety to 
ticket drivers who park illegally 
near Pollen, Scoot and Why-Not 
halls. It’s a ticket trap, the clas-
sic scenario. This is how Knap-
pkins plans to fund his new mu-
sic building, and he even had a 
decent cover-up: a conveniently 
held tent showcase for the new 
music building just as the bar-
ricade went up. It’s the perfect 
crime.
lauding the hire as a significant 
step toward equality. 
Austin Jenkins (’15), Nope 
student and communications 
intern with the Michigan 
Center for Brogress is one such 
community member. 
“I’m just sayin’ that, like, 
people like me couldn’t always 
make coffee at places like 
this,” Jenkins said. “People just 
thought we couldn’t do it. But 
like, look at Chase! Go, man!” 
He stops to wipe a tear from 
the corner of his eye. “I’m 
sorry… it’s just…” He removes 
his backwards baseball cap and 
runs his hand through his chin-
length hair. “This is what real 
change looks like, bro.”
What a positive step forward 
for this business and the 
community.
Note: After writing this 
article, the author was notified 
that Chase Vanderman has been 
seen wearing a beanie during 
his shifts at Citruspudding. 
He has also been heard telling 
customers,  “I really don’t use 
my Facebook much anymore, 
just Twitter and Instagram.”
Knappkins throws a 
wooden shoe-themed 
Halloween party
w PAR-TAY, from page 1
first Wednesday of classes. 
Ingredients for the contest will 
be provided.
Mrs. Knappkins is reported to 
have said, “If I don’t win, well…I 
mean, let’s not dwell on the 
highly improbably hypothetical.” 
Hello Editor,
Well I am writing to you to 
discuss something that caught 
my attention. As you know, the 
Berlin Wall came down yester-
day and all the papers, includ-
ing yours, glorified the victory of 
capitalism and end of what you 
called a “Vicious Era.” With ev-
erything you have heard about 
the German Democratic Repub-
lic, there is one thing I want to 
let you know: You are wrong. 
It is one of those things that 
you cannot be criticizing unless 
you are a part of it. Put yourself 
in my shoes and then you will 
see how this communist re-
gime was not as bad as all of you 
thought it was. Reading only the 
negative aspects of the life I have 
been living burns me deep down 
inside. Until yesterday I had a 
life. I had a job where I checked 
letters going to and fro to see if 
they were conspiring against the 
system; most of them were not. 
I came back home to my lovely 
wife and then watched the tele-
vision with my kids and had a 
calm evening. 
My life and my job were se-
cured and then the wall falls 
down. Now I do not have a job 
and no way to make a living. 
How could I possibly make a liv-
ing now? All I knew was to check 
letters and now I have to fight in 
this competitive job market to 
make a living. I am already 55 
years old; how do you expect 
this “better” system to sustain 
someone like me? I might sound 
outraged because I am. I cannot 
just go to a new system and ask 
for a job; people will frown upon 
me because I am a communist. 
The capitalists did not free us 
at all. They ended up marginal-
izing all of us in this vicious sys-
tem only they seem to adore. 
Another thing is that the 
falling of the wall seems to be 
a much bigger issue to outsid-
ers than to those living inside 
it. Well, I agree that now I don’t 
have to worry about leaving and 
visiting other places, but this 
just burst a bubble ending the 
normal lives of thousands of 
people. The people inside the 
wall did not really care about the 
coming down of the wall that 
much; it was something we got 
used to living with. Yes, we did 
have protesters in the streets 
marching against it, but don’t we 
all have a good amount of people 
going against the system? Every-
one thinks that the surveillance 
of the citizens is a big deal, but 
just wait and watch how all gov-
ernments are inevitably going to 
be watching their people at all 
times too. You and your new-
paper were able to exemplify 
the boundary we had to such an 
extent that you thought we were 
living in a cage.
The question I pose to you is, 
would you not be fine if you were 
in a comfortable cage, where you 
could work on your own, spend 
time with people you knew and 
live happily without any worry of 
it being taken away? I was enjoy-
ing that life ever since I knew it, 
and capitalists had to come and 
ruin it. Thanks. I hope someday 
you will realize that some things 
should be left the way they are.
Just letting you know that 
I am writing this from the side 
of the broken wall because my 
house got taken away as I do not 
have a job to pay for it anymore.
In a stunning turn of events, 
the mayor and Governor Sny-
der have agreed to turn the city 
of Detroit into a haunted theme 
park for this year’s Halloween 
festivities. What better way to 
recover the billions of dollars 
that the city owes to creditors 
than by utilizing its assets in a 
productive manner? 
The idea came about from 
previous towns and urban cen-
ters which have often sought 
derelict buildings to use as 
haunted houses for those adults 
looking for some much needed 
thrills during this week of trick-
or-treating. In essence, the city 
of Detroit proved to be the per-
fect test case with its blocks of 
abandoned and eerie neighbor-
hoods long forgotten. Of course 
the mayor has assured the resi-
dents that this would only be 
temporary until enough revenue 
was generated to get the city 
back on its feet. Those living in 
the city would have the opportu-
nity of employment with setting 
up the rides and manning vari-
ous aspects of the park.
One of the proposed attrac-
tions is the “Hauntings at Michi-
gan Grand Central Station” 
where unsuspecting victims are 
led into the abandoned train ter-
minal where they must find their 
way out from the top floor while 
being chased by the menacing 
ghost conductor. Another ride 
in development would utilize 
the old Packard factory on the 
outskirts of the city to construct 
the world’s largest indoor maze. 
These attractions and many 
more are sure to frighten and 
thrill those seeking a scary good 
time. Admission for city resi-
dents is free and general ticket 
prices will soon be announced. 
Stay tuned for more on this de-
velopment as Michigan prepares 
for its most terrifying Hallow-
een yet!
Photo by RubbeR Ducky
nderworldU The RanchoR 3novembeR 10, 1989
Scooby-Doo
eveRyboDy knows
Photo by DissassociateD PRess
HASSELHOFF IS IN TOWN— People do not care about the 




The world of Mexican drug-
running was rocked last week af-
ter authorities reported that the 
former leader of a violent drug 
cartel had been assassinated by 
clowns.
Francisco Rafael Arellano 
Felix, aged 63, was vacationing 
in Cabo San Lucas when the as-
sassination occurred. The Mexi-
can police seem baffled by this 
hit, as Felix’s cartel has been in 
decline since 2000. Felix is ru-
mored to have been dabbling in 
the production of energy drinks 
and bootleg “Leave It to Beaver” 
DVDs.
Sources claim that Felix and 
his family had been enjoying 
an impromptu get-together at 
a rented beach house when the 
assassination took place. Appar-
ently Felix had been a bystander 
at a brawl over the last frankfurt-
er at the grill when suddenly he 
swung around to face the water 
and began to scream.
“They just blitzed by on their 
jet skis,” Felix’s widow reported. 
“Their clothes, I had never seen 
anything like it before. Big, mul-
ticolored wigs, polka-dot trou-
sers, novelty glasses… I will see 
their googley eyes each night 
until my dying day.”
The clowns then opened 
fire on the beach-going crowd 
with what police theorize was 
a modified bazooka. More than 
fifty tiny banana cream pies 
were launched into the crowd, 
injuring seven and killing Felix. 
The pies, which had been laced 
with an unknown toxin, caused 
Felix’s head to explode. Sources 
have suggested that Felix had an 
intense coulrophobia, or fear of 
clowns, and was unable to flee 
with the other guests.
“He was hit by two pies, one 
in the chest and one in the head,” 
said a government official. “Nev-
er before have I seen such flaky, 
fluffy carnage.”
The whereabouts of the 
clowns are still unknown. Au-
thorities encourage anyone with 
information to flee for their lives 
because frankly that’s what they 






Photo by casPeR the Ghost
COME IN FOR A TREAT OR NOT— The haunted train station in Detroit is now ready to 
scare everyone who comes to town. 
COME, COME, GIVE CLOWN SOME KISSES— The 
clowns have come prepared with guns, not balloons.
Leave the commies alone
A nightmare comes alive, fully realized 
in all of its ‘flaky, fluffy carnage’
Everyone thought that Valve 
Software would reveal their next 
game in a discrete way, mak-
ing fans really work to find out 
whether or not the most antici-
pated video game sequel ever, 
“Half Life 3” would be released. 
In a move that probably caught 
every fan by surprise, Valve 
Software’s CEO Gabe Newell, or 
Lord Gaben as the internet com-
munity prefers to call him, came 
out and made a suspiciously 
simple announcement at Nope 
College of all places.
Incoming Nope students 
quickly become accustomed to 
weird sculptures popping up all 
over the school’s Mystical For-
est, but nothing could have pre-
pared them for what showed up 
this week. First there was Grand 
Vampire State University’s 
wrecking ball, bringing with it 
its fair share of controversy, but 
something that seemed to pass 
over many Nope students was 
the classic “Half Life” symbol of 
a lambda (λ) carved into one of 
the pines.
“I was just setting up my 
slackline between two trees,” 
Nope student Gordan Freeman 
said, “so that I could start to re-
connect with nature or whatever 
and I noticed this weird symbol 
on one of the trees.” 
After attention was raised, re-
ports of Gaben sightings started 
popping up all over Nope’s cam-
pus and, as always, people start-
ed to speculate. People  knew it 
had something to do with the 
long-awaited conclusion to one 
of the most critically acclaimed 
franchises of all time. Rumors of 
a secret pact between the newly 
inaugurated Knappkins and Ga-
ben started to spread. The one 
thing everyone was sure about 
was that some sort of announce-
ment was imminent. 
Things went quiet for a few 
days, with no new information 
being discovered until a myste-
rious email with the subject line 
reading, “CAMPUS MAIL DIS-
TRIBUTION: SENT FOR GA-
BEN@HOPE.EDU.” Students 
furiously slid to unlock their 
iPhones and they were greeted 
with a message that only read, 
“Dimwit Chapel. 12 p.m.” 
For the first time ever, liter-
ally every student of Nope piled 
into the school’s chapel to hear 
the news that they had been 
beckoned to hear. At 12:05 p.m., 
Gaben came out onto the stage 
adorned in his religious robes 
that were usually reserved for 
the induction of a massive sale 
on his company’s game store-
front, Steam.
The room went silent. The 
anticipation in the air was pal-
pable. Gaben licked his lips, 
stared ever-so-blankly into the 
amassed crowd of students 
and slowly uttered nine cryptic 
words. He said, “Store dot steam 
powered dot com. Jan. 1, 2014.” 
He slowly walked off stage, 
and that was that. People were 
disappointed, but none of them 
were surprised that in typical 
Valve fashion, Gaben had called 
forth his mass of followers only 
to leave them with a vague ref-
erence to what people hoped 
would actually be revealed.
Despite revealing nothing 
other than a date,  Nope’s stu-
dents already have their brows-
ers at the ready for Jan. 1, 2014. 
Maybe for once Lord Gaben will 
provide something useful to 
Valve’s fans.
ictures and 
At last week’s Jack O. 
Lantern Center for Musical 
Arts groundbreaking ceremony, 
Nope College proudly 
announced its plans to install 
a wrecking ball as its next free-
standing campus sculpture. 
With the new musically-
inspired constructs underway, 
Nope is experiencing an exciting 
physical transformation to 
mirror its attentiveness to 
music’s power to evoke social 
change.
“The wrecking ball is about 
breaking down barriers,” Jean 
Lost said. 
Nope students and faculty 
alike are hoping the wrecking 
ball sculpture and the 
consequential nod to Miley’s 
in-your-face sexuality will be a 
conversation starter. Students 
are hopeful that dialogue (and 
the occasional ride on Nope’s 
newest sculpture) will lead to 
the widespread acceptance of 
liberal sexuality on campus. 
Nope administrators look to 
be leaving conservatism behind 
as they all happily jump aboard 
the Miley Cyrus bandwagon.
 “I love Miley,” Knappkins 
said. “I follow her on Twitter 
and I think she really helps 
today’s youth embrace their 
individuality. Like, Jean Lost 
could twerk harder than her, but 
she does it anyway because she 
loves it, and that’s admirable.”
Rumor has it that a twerking 
contest will be held at the 
wrecking ball unveiling, but 
sources vary on the details. 
Some say the contest will be a 
fundraiser in which faculty and 
staff learn and perform routines 
before a panel of judges; others 
report that the competition will 
be between Nope and Cowpen 
professors; still others tell that 
Miley herself is flying in to 
perform in Dimwit Chapel.
Regardless of what will 
happen at the unveiling, it was 
agreed that this permanent 
structure on campus would 
serve as a declaration and 
constant reminder of Nope’s 
commitment to individuality 
and sexual expression.
The most surprising part of 
the whole process, according to 
Knappkins, was how easy it was 
to find the sculpture.
“We were lucky,” Knappkins 
said. “We went looking for 
a wrecking ball and almost 
immediately Grand Vampire 
State University sent us an email 
saying, ‘TAKE OURS!’ I wonder 
what that was all about.”
Other Nope administrators 
are just as enthusiastic about the 
upcoming addition to campus.
 “We would like to have it up 
as soon as possible,” Lost said. 
Students may purchase 
tickets for the unveiling for just 
$5 beginning on Nov. 1. The VIP 
package, which costs $25 and 
includes front row seats for the 
twerking contest as well as one 
of the first rides on the wrecking 
ball are currently available to the 
public.
Photo Courtesy of reddit.Com
Photo Courtesy of modern teChnology
‘Half Life 3’ confirmed at Nope
THE RETURN OF THE KING— Lord Gaben adorned in his 
traditional robes before granting his subjects with a large sale. 
I CAME IN LIKE THE FLYING DUTCH — Anticipation is high for the upcoming unveiling of 
Nope’s own wrecking ball. Although the current location of the wrecking ball is confidential, 
The Ranchor received this photograph of a Nope alumnus from an anonymous source.
Count Chocula
monster Cereal KingPin 
Finn The Human
mathematiCal adventurer
Nope installs wrecking ball, a gift from Grand Vampire State
ordsP W4 The RanchoR June 9, 1969
THIS WEEK AT NOPE
Thursday                                                                                   10/31
Insane Clown Posse                                                 Dimwit Chapel
10 p.m. - Midnight 
Friday                                                                                          11/1
Non-Offensive Comedy Show                                             The Kick 
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday                                                                                     11/2
Ring-By-Spring Photo-Op                                          Mystical Forest 
10:00 a.m. - Noon
Saturday                                                                                     11/2
Lost Doge Search Party               You, Me and Dupree Art Center 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
“If you haven’t eaten at least three bowls of monster cereal a day throughout the month of October, you’re simply   
doing it wrong.”                                                                                                                                                                            -Boo Berry
November 5, 1992 Creatures The raNchor 5
“A Little Birdie ToLd Me....”
Twitterpated Accounts of Nope
To:  Mother Nature  
Holland, Michigan 49423
We the undersigned electors of the City of Holland request  that you resign from your duties as Conciliator of Climate Control, Director of Seasonal 
Affairs, Head Meteorologist, Overseer of the Road Maintenance Team, Precipitation Distributor, reigning Ms. Spring, reigning Ms. Summer, reigning 
Ms. Fall and reigning Ms. Winter.
Our reasons are as follows: numerous complaints regarding the early onset and excessive length of winter, the lackluster warmth during the summer 
months, the shortened length of spring and fall, your reckless distribution of frost while the tulips are in bloom, your apparent disregard for meteoro-
logical traditions (namely your frequent failure to provide snowfall on Christmas Day), your inability to produce an adequate number of snow days for 
school-aged children, your refusal to consider the safety of inexperienced drivers when making decisions regarding precipitation and wind speed and 
your failure to follow weather protocol during sporting events. Your apparent tendency toward extreme mood swings and emotionally based decisions 
indicates that you have become lax in your duties and are no longer fit to perform these various roles in a way that meets the standards of the citizens 
of Holland.
This petition is sponsored by: Mothers Against Icy Driving, Right to Warmth and the Seasonal Events Council.
As the initiator of this petition, my name is Ashley Spinelli, the toughest kid on the playground.
  Name:     Address:    Signature:     Date:    
  
Appalled by the recent autumnal snowfall?  Ready for 
Mother Nature to resign? Stop by The Ranchor Office 
and sign the underlying petition ASAP!
 (As per clause 2.26 of the City of Holland Standing Orders, each additional page must contain the terms of the petition)
Nope College  @NopeCollege
Heard they’re playing Christian metal at 
DimWit Chapel tomorrow. 
#MoshPitWithAMessage
Nope Confessions  @NopeConfessions
Marta Mealworm is the new hook up spot 
real late at night. Go tell your friends!
Nope Girlie @NonsenseNopeGirlsSay
Ponytail boy from comm class wore his hair down 
today and slightly resembled Jesus. #ICanDigIt
Nope College  @NopeCollege
“Guarantee there will be a presidential 
rager tonight. #DeckParty 
#PresidentKnappkins”
Nope Girlie @NonsenseNopeGirlsSay
So #Blessed to have a new president 
this year! #WelcomeToTheNopeFamily 
#PresidentKnappkins
Nope Girlie @NonsenseNopeGirlsSay
When #Push season is over you know 
#KYNERK SEASON IS JUST AROUND THE 
CORNER!!! #ILoveYouSongGirls #OhYesIDo ”
Hood GveTry  @HoodGveTryYo
In da painful times God be strengthenin 
u, in da peaceful times he be restorin u, 
but all da time he is lovin u!
Hood GveTry  @H
oodGveTryYo
All us Christians out
 here like “Pray 
wit me so I know it’s
 real.
Nope College Virgin @NCVIRGIN
If you see sacrilegious things around 
campus, please send pics to “ncvirgin” on 
snapchat so I can pray for them.”
Nope College Virgin @NCVIRGIN
I’m a lady in the streets but a freak on my 
church retreats!
The Rookie @NopeCampusSafety
Coming off of fall break with my sense of #JUSTICE rejuvenated. Feelin’ 
like bustin’ some frat boyz. 
 A Voice for the Nopeless6 The RanchoR apRil 13, 1994







































ruler Of the WOrlD
Dear Dutch,
If the sentence below this one is false,









My organic chemistry bench partner smells really bad every lab. What’s 
the nicest way I can tell them to take a shower? 7:30 in the morning is 
way too early for my olfactory system to go through that abuse.
Help please,
Dead Nasal Cavities
Dear Dead Nasal Cavities,
There is no nice way to tell someone that they need to take a shower.  Everyone else around you 
probably smells them too. Just bluntly tell them that they need to shower or else you won’t be their 
partner anymore. Problem solved.
Dutch
Dear Dutch,
Three guests check into a hotel room. The clerk says the bill is $30, so each guest pays $10. Later the 
clerk realizes the bill should only be $25. To rectify this, he gives the bellhop $5 to return to the guests. 
On the way to the room, the bellhop realizes that he cannot divide the money equally. As the guests 
didn’t know the total of the revised bill, the bellhop decides to just give each guest $1 and keep $2 
for himself. Each guest got $1 back: so now each guest only paid $9, bringing the total paid to $27. 
The bellhop has $2 and $27 + $2 = $29. If the guests originally handed over $30, what happened 








My roommate is a sleepwalker. He keeps knocking 
over all of our stuff and hitting me in the middle of 
the night. I don’t quite know what to do, but I know 
that you should never wake a sleepwalker. Can I just 
duct tape him to the bed?
Sincerely,
Bruised and Abused
Dear Bruised and Abused,
Duct taping him to the bed is the smartest way to keep him from 
running into your stuff. Make sure that if you do, you use either 
Scotch Tough or Gorilla tape. Those are the sturdiest kinds and 
won’t tear as easily if he tries to get up in the middle of the night. 
Leave a pair of scissors near by to cut him out in the morning.
Dutch
Dear Dutch,
I really love Star Wars. Like a whole lot. In my room I have Star Wars potato heads (one is named Darth Tater, he’s my favorite), life-size 
Lego models of the Death Star, Imperial Battleships and the Millennium Falcon (the fastest ship in the galaxy), plush toys of Princess 
Leia, Luke, Han Solo and Chewbacca (all of whom inhabit my bed with me). There is also a large portrait of Jabba the Hut on my wall. My 
toothbrush is a lightsaber and I use Tatooine bubblegum-flavored toothpaste. So obviously I’m a pretty sweet guy. Why don’t girls like me? 
The last two girls I brought home (not at the same time) ran from the room giggling, and the one before that didn’t like my undies that said 
“give in to your anger.” I’m just looking for my Padmé.
Sincerely, 
Looking for Padmé
Dear Looking for Padmé,
Clearly you are a pretty sweet guy. There is absolutely no reason for those girls to go running—you are just passionate about something. One day, hopefully in the next few 
days, there will be a girl who is just as passionate about the Trilogy as you are. Don’t give up looking just because three girls have run out on you. Your Padmé is out there!
Dutch
Hey People!
Welcome to Nope College, where students come from all over the west side of Michigan to study Christianity and their Dutch heritage. Located 
right in the middle of what is affectionately known as The Bible Belt, Nope students enjoy going to chapel, studying in academic buildings late 
at night and buying cheap donuts from a man without pants on.
It’s a fabulously sheltered life, but someone’s got to live it.
Sightings:
•	 Jean Lost and Knappkins, chumming it up together at Citruspudding.  Could it be that Nope College administrators are going hipster?
•	 A giant 7-year-old boy, looking like he was fed an excessive amount of steroids in his Kix cereal.
•	 A Nope College mom, reading The Ranchor and thinking it isn’t very nice.
•	 Large crowds of underclassmen, dressed in costume and stumbling down 13th street last weekend.
•	 Large crowds of underclassmen dressed in costume and stumbling through the Mystical Forest. Word is Knappkins was throwing quite 
the patio party.
•	 Skinny jeans tucked into brown leather boots. Where? On every single female Nope student.
•	 A bro at Citruspudding? What?
~You know you love me, XOXO Gossip Squirrel
SCREAMING AND SHOUTINGMay 7, 1469 The RanchoR 7
Our Mission: The Ranchor strives to represent the most pressing 
issues of the day, included but not limited to, the daily coffee flavors 
at Citruspudding and what animal the Durfee boys let lose in Dykstra 
that week. If we haven’t made you laugh or cry, we haven’t done 
our job. Ask for your money back. (Breaking: We can’t give you your 
money back)
Disclaimer: The Ranchor is the product of people with WAY TOO 
MUCH time on their hands. 
Letter Guidelines: Who writes letters anymore anyways? Snail 
mail is so overrated and expensive. Send a freaking email for 
goodness sake. Also, sign your name. It’s really awful when we get 
a letter with no name. Too scared to back up your beliefs with your 
name? Seriously? No one reads this paper anyways. 
Advertising Policies: You must be affliated with Buffalo Wild 
Wings or send us ads about alcoholic beverage happy hours. 
Corrections: The Ranchor doesn’t make mistakes, so we don’t 
correct anything. What we say is completely and utterly true. 
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be 
submitted by 5 p.m. Funday, prior to Glibglorp distribution. 
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request 
a brochure or other information, contact our Ads Representative 
at anchorads@hope.edu.  Don’t call our office. We don’t check our 
voicemail. We don’t even know the password.
Lost and Found in The Ranchor office:
-1 random fake skull
-1 farmer hat (in the world cubby)
-15 really uncomfortable folding chairs
-5 seriously comfy Herman Miller chairs
-1 dirty stein
-a plush zebra
-4 ice cube trays
-1 very underused coffee machine
Since we are almost done 
with the semester and classes 
are starting to reach their 
maximum difficulty, I’ve 
decided to share with you 
guys the five greatest pieces 
of advice I have! These pieces 
of advice are super powerful 
and if followed, will definitely 
help you make it through these 
couple remaining weeks of 
the semester. Since it’s already 
the last week in October and 
almost the end of the year, I 
like to call it “saving the best for 
last.”
1) Don’t start anything early. 
The key to being successful is 
waiting until the last minute. 
Doing this puts you in a great 
time crunch and forces you 
to give your best effort in 
order to ensure everything 
gets completed. When you 
put your assignments off until 
the very end, you will notice 
better results and scores. 
Procrastination = Power. 
2) Sleep is for the weak. Going 
to bed at a reasonable hour 
of the night only takes away 
from time you could devote 
toward doing homework 
and studying. Don’t be a 
slacker and bail out at 2 a.m. 
because you can’t keep your 
eyes open. Instead, be the 
hardworking student you’re 
supposed to be, drink some 
coffee and work straight 
through to the morning. Be 
strong. Stay up.
3) Miss class whenever you 
want!  While professors and 
parents say attending class is 
the best thing for you, let’s face 
it, you are the one who knows 
yourself best!  So when you 
wake up at 8 a.m. and just aren’t 
feeling it, listen to yourself and 
just skip! 
4) The best time to study is 
10 minutes before the exam. 
Studying any sooner is just 
plain pointless. Wait until 
right before the test and take 
in as much information as 
you can. You are most likely to 
remember more this way and 
will definitely score a higher 
grade.
5) Don’t spend time checking 
on and worrying about your 
grades. They don’t mean 
anything at all! Grades are just 
letters of the alphabet and as 
long as you know the order 
they come in, you are on the 
right track.
I guarantee this advice 
will only bring about positive 
results for you and your 
education. With no doubt, 
these five tips will make you the 
most successful kid on campus 
and if followed strictly, will put 
you well on your way toward 
graduating top of the class.
 
Advice for the stupid
Save the best for last
Buttercup
Litterbox Cleaner
Dear Hope Counseling and 
Psychological Services,
I am writing to you on 
behalf of my roommate.  He’s 
always been a little different 
and I used to figure that he 
was just weird. After watching 
him for a few weeks, however, 
I can no longer write off his 
concerning behavior as a set of 
mere personality quirks, and I 
am fearful that he suffers from 
a tragic case of depression.
The first thing I noticed 
was that he spends all his 
time studying. I really don’t 
understand it; he’ll work on 
homework every weekday 
at the least, if not on the 
weekends as well! In an attempt 
to pull him out of his shell a 
bit, I’ll sometimes ask him if 
he wants to play “Call of Duty” 
with me or something. He’ll 
usually reply with an obviously 
rehearsed response along the 
lines of, “Sorry, I’ve got a test 
tomorrow.”  It’s sad! I honestly 
can’t see how an engineering 
major can spend every night 
doing math and physics, and 
this antisocial behavior was 
my first suspicion of his deeper 
problems.
Another odd thing about 
him is that he never goes out to 
parties, not even on Friday or 
Saturday nights! At first I figured 
that this was a natural extension 
of his antisocial behavior, but I 
soon discovered that the cause 
of this is far more severe.  Last
weekend, for instance, I asked 
him if he wanted to come with 
me to the opening event of 
Freshmen Disorientation down 
on 15th Street. His response 
was a textbook example of the 
depression symptoms I read 
about on the Internet. 
He said, “I’m not 21, and 
anyway I don’t drink. Is this 
really the way you want to start 
off college?” 
His distinct lack of school 
spirit was one thing, but the 
very negative stereotyping 
of Disorientation was quite 
unwarranted.  From what I 
remember from last Friday, 
incidences of hazing, vandalism 
and arrests were considerably 
lower than one might think. 
Clearly, my roommate is walking 
around with a rain cloud over his 
head, and he can’t bring himself 
to say anything positive about 
anyone.
The next example is his 
inability to, well, get along with 
the ladies.  I mean, occasionally 
I’ve seen him hanging out with 
girls, but it’s a surreal thing to 
watch.  Despite the numerous 
opportunities he’s had, I have 
never known my roommate 
to seduce women.  It’s like 
all he wants to do is talk to 
them and learn about their 
personalities. When I pointed 
this out to him, he became 
irritable to the point of accusing 
me of being a misogynist. He 
was deflecting and I knew it.
 
His hostility and reduced sex 
drive were all too telling of 
the true inner demons he was 
wrestling with.
He’s also really jumpy all the 
time. Every morning at 6 a.m. 
sharp (except on Sundays), he’ll 
wake up and go for a run.  He 
just can’t sit still. He told me 
once that he just naturally has 
a lot of energy and was pretty 
hyper as a kid, so he decided 
to make the best of it and 
joined his track team. There’s 
something not quite right 
about this, though. Consider 
all of that for a moment:   a 
college age kid who wakes up 
early every morning of his own 
volition? An elaborate lie, if ever 
I heard one. I think he’s restless 
and can’t sit still, yet another 
symptom of depression.
It is my sincere hope that 
something might be done for 
him.  I know that counseling 
is not my specialty, but I feel 
that he needs an intervention 
of some sort. Not from me, 
of course, since I’m not the 
touchy-feely sort. That’s why 
I figured I would write to you 
guys. My roommate isn’t a bad 
person, just a tortured soul 
who needs a little TLC.  I can 
only pray that he will make an 




The sad, strange little man
Angry rants and stuff
Brock
Pokémon Trainer
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): This is your time to shine – literally. Walk around this month in head-to-toe shiny lycra and you will definitely turn heads.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): This is a good time to try something new – like drag racing, or maybe just drag.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Your schnookum loves you. If you don’t have a schnookum, then we at The Ranchor are very sorry for you.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You are a beautiful mermaid this month. Take advantage of it by making friends with fish and selling your voice to an evil sea 
witch.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): You are an evil sea witch this month. Take advantage of it by stealing the voice of a naïve mermaid.
Aries (March 21-April 19): You are nobody’s little weasel.  
Taurus (April 20-May 20): In light of recent stress, give yourself a break this month. Try not doing homework and stop going to class, and you will feel 
rejuvenated in no time.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): This is a great time for you to plug in to a creative outlet. Grab a friend and head over to “Miley Cyrus: The Musical,” put on by 
Nope students this week.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): If the early winter blues are getting you down this month, try to fit in one last day of fun at Lake Mitten. The waves aren’t quite 
frozen yet, so now is the time to plunge headfirst into those cool crests. The Ranchor takes no responsibility for any resulting cases of pneumonia.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Take control of your own destiny this month. Chances are good that you will get your ring-by-spring if you are committed to the cause.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Ask no questions if you see a squirrel spying on Nope students and then blogging about it. Chances are that if you help him, you’ll 
become one of the cool kids.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Put yourself in a new scene this month. We hear the newest barista at Citruspudding makes a mean pumpkin latte (and looks good in 
a bro tank).
Horoscopes
These horoscopes are 100 percent real, not at all made up by staff of The Ranchor. If they had 
been, however, they probably would have been made up by Velma Dinkley.
Instead of watching enormous 
dudes bash into one another 
incessantly and relentlessly while 
a guy who doesn’t know a lick 
about football releases deafening 
screams because Peyton 
Manning threw a touchdown 
pass to the receiver NOT on his 
fantasy team, why not engage 
yourself in Nope College fantasy 
sports such as women’s speed 
reading, men’s Mario Kart and 
extreme knitting?
While men and women of 
all ages continue to throw away 
hours on end to keep up with 
fantasy football standings and 
statistics, the students of Nope 
College struggle to recognize the 
importance and entertainment 
of Nope’s very own sports 
fantasy factory, found at 
spyingcrutchmenfantasy.com.   
Currently just 27 Nope 
students have Spying Crutchmen 
Fantasy (SCF) accounts. Sign-up 
costs $10 and will impressively 
benefit the athletic program 
at Nope. The feedback from 
those 27 bold souls has included 
nothing but praise. Nope’s 
athletic director, Timothy Bean 
Cloakert, commented on the 
secret extravagance of SCF.
“We’ve just added tree 
climbing to go along with speed 
reading, Mario Kart and extreme 
knitting, so now we offer four 
incredible Nope fantasy sports 
leagues,” Cloakert said. “The 
$10 entry fee goes towards 
Nope athletics, and, starting 
next semester, we’re going to 
distribute our own prize money 
and give it to each league so that 
students don’t have to bet money 
out of their own pockets.”
Cloakert continued on about 
his predictions for the future 
of SCF and the effect it has on 
the athletes who are expected 
to perform well for those 
students who have them on their 
respective teams.  
“I envision Nope’s fantasy 
business exploding over the next 
few weeks, as advertising has 
increased on Nope’s website and 
around the campus,” Cloakert 
said. “I’ve asked the 27 students 
enrolled to get the word out 
and show others how cool this 
business is. Inflated interest in 
the SCF will also increase Nope 
athletic event attendance.
“As for Nope athletes, I see 
their performances increasing 
because of the expectations of 
the students who have them on 
their team rosters. For example, 
women’s speed reader Angelina 
Lee (’15) finished a 327-page 
book in 42 minutes last week, 
a Nope record and 52 fantasy 
points. The benefits of SCF are 
clearly evident.”   
The Ranchor sat down 
with the aforementioned All-
American speed reader to hear 
her thoughts on Nope’s fantasy 
league.
“I try not to put too much 
pressure on myself while reading 
a 300-page book at a rate of 
seven pages per minute, but 
with the creation of SCF and 
the direction it’s going, I see a 
lot of students relying on me for 
consistent eye-opening results,” 
Lee said. “We will see how I 
adapt to this.”
The Ranchor also caught up 
with Howard Zanderson (’14), 
the captain of the men’s extreme 
knitting team who just knitted 
a complete baby outfit in three 
hours, 23 minutes. Zanderson 
loves the SCF. 
“I’m one of the 27 students 
currently in the SCF, as I have 
a men’s Mario Kart team,” 
Zanderson said. “I’ve made 
decent money, and I’ve also set 
huge personal knitting records 
because I know I’m an important 
asset to some fantasy knitting 
teams. The future is bright for 
the SCF.”
Cloakert expects student 
involvement in the SCF to grow 
beyond 100 in the next week. 
More students signing up will 
also lead to greater prize money. 
Women’s bike racing and men’s 
Little Tikes basketball are also 
both in the works for additions 
to SCF.
So, take a break from the 
fantasy football addiction and 
join SCF. THIS WEEK: Witness 
Angelina Lee attempt to read a 
412-page book in 59 minutes on 
Friday at 7 p.m. in Blubbers. 
The athletic training room in 
DaBoss Fieldhouse has recently 
been shut down by the Holland 
Police Department and Nope 
College Campus Safety. It has 
been called to Nope’s attention 
that the skeleton hanging in the 
athletic training room, said to be 
a prop, is actually real. 
Last week, biology student 
and softball player Catherine 
Black (’14) was waiting to 
have her finger looked at after 
practice in the athletic training 
room in DaBoss. While waiting 
for the entire track and cross 
country team to have their shins 
iced, she noticed something 
funny about the skeleton. 
“When I went up to touch 
the skeleton and kind of mess 
around with it, I noticed right 
away it wasn’t just plastic,” 
Black said. “I haven’t dealt much 
with human bones, but I knew 
something was weird right away, 
and I told the athletic director, 
Timothy Bean Cloakert, right 
away.”
The athletic director sent out 
a statement saying that he did 
not know the skeleton was real, 
and he is looking into it further 
to try and determine where the 
skeleton had come from and 
who it actually is. 
Currently Campus Safety 
is holding the set of bones and 
waiting for Holland Hospital to 
do testing this Monday. Campus 
Safety has refused to give a 
statement on the situation.
“The skeleton is used to 
point out parts of the body and 
bones to our student trainers,” 
head trainer Kurt Muffler (’88) 
said. “It has always been purely 
for educational use. I never 
once thought those were actual 
bones.”
“I’ve walked past it millions 
of times, and I’ve never thought 
twice about it,” captain of 
the baseball team Humphrey 
Gilbert (’14) said. “I get a creepy 
vibe whenever I walk by, and 
it makes me think of the other 
things I don’t know about Nope.”
The trainers have come to 
the conclusion that it is a 6-foot 
male skeleton between the ages 
of 18 and 25, but that is all they 
know. A few parts are missing, 
but they have been missing 
for many years, according to 
Muffler. The bones were kept in 
perfect condition and have been 
un-tampered with.
“Someone died and their 
bones have been hanging 
around for a very long time,” 
Bertha Martin (’17) said. “That 
is just messed up and someone 
should be arrested.” 
With the main athletic 
training room being down, the 
smaller one in the Wod has been 
full to the brim with injured 
athletes. Fifteen percent of the 
in-season athletes are currently 
injured without seeing any 
trainers.
“The room isn’t big enough 
and we’re downstaffed every 
day because we’re all being 
questioned,” Muffler said.
“Rumor has it that the bones 
belong to a Cowpen student,” 
Chuck Jones (’16) said. “I 
wouldn’t be that surprised or 
that upset.”
If you or anyone you know 
has any information about the 
skeleton, please contact Nope 
College Campus Safety at (231) 
903-7030. 
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Nope has big plans for fantasy sports 
BONE CHILLING— The ath-
letic training room has been 
shut down and the skeleton 
has been confiscated. 
Doug Funnie
Ostrich BaBysitter
This Week in JorTs
Friday          Nov. 1 
Unathletic Rope Pulling
Black River at 2 p.m.
Men’s Sausage Roasting
vs. Kalamazoo at 7 p.m.
Saturday          Nov. 2 
Women’s “Call of Duty”
vs. St. Mary’s at 6 p.m. at Blubbers 
Loft
Co-Ed Backwards Reading
vs. Alma at 10 a.m. at Ray and Sue 
Smith Stadium
Boxer Briefs
NOPE GETS A NEW 
BASKETBALL COACH     
         
Dr. Jerry “Big Papi” Orteez has 
been named the head basketball 
coach for the 2013-14 season. 
Orteez, a member of Nope’s 
Religion Department, comes 
with a wealth of basketball ex-
perience and will be a good fit.
Orteez was a member of the 
Holland Park District rec league 
championship basketball team 
and contributed by making two 
three-pointers and a layup last 
season.  Prior to his local playing 
expertise, Orteez was intramural 
champion for three consecutive 
years at the University of Chi-
town. “Big Papi” is a renowned 
legend at his alma mater.
After his playing days, Orteez 
moved onto the coaching side of 
the game.  He began his coach-
ing career as the head coach of 
Little Sisters of the Poor’s fifth 
grade girl’s basketball team. 
During his tenure, he compiled 
six consecutive conference 
championships.  Prior to arriv-
ing in Holland, Orteez spent 
one year as the coordinator of 
the Bellhaven Nursing Home 
85-and-over basketball league. 
This experience allowed him to 
more fully mature as a coach.
“Big Papi” is very excited 
to start his reign at Nope and 
looks forward to many fu-
ture MIAA championships.
MIAA                                    









Crocs has recently agreed 
to sponsor all Nope athletic 
teams by providing its famous 
shoes for free.  According to 
the Crocs company, the shoes 
will provide tremendous ben-
efits to support athletic perfor-
mance.  The Crocs will come 
in orange and blue to support 
the traditional colors of Nope. 
For the baseball, basketball and 
track teams, Crocs is unveiling a 
new model that includes spikes. 
It is rumored that many of 
Nope’s rivals are looking into 
similar sponsorships from 
Sperry, Toms and Timberland. 
Athletic training skeleton has all real bones
Angelica Pickles
snake Milker
YOUNG LIGHTNING— Angelina Lee (’15) started speed 
reading when she was just 6 years old. Her elementary school 
speed-reading team placed 10th in Michigan in 1999. 
